
SCAN, COPY & PRINT 
AT ANY SIZE 
imagePROGRAF MFP
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Features M Series

-  This complete workflow solution includes a large-format 

printer, scanner, stand, computer, and touch-screen.

-  Customise your system and choose from eleven models,  

 from the compact iPF670MFP to the productive 

iPF850MFP Pro.

-  CIS (Contact Image Sensor) Scanning Technology for 

incredible line definition and accuracy.

-  Choose from either a 25” or 40” CIS scanner with a 

maximum scan speed of up to 32cm per second.

- Dedicated PC with touch screen monitor.

-  Scan to print, email, the cloud or save in number of 

different PDF, JPEG and TIFF file formats.

-  Live Preview to edit colours, crop, deskew and other 

corrections before you print. 

Features L Series

-  Entry-level Multifunctional solutions that are simple 

to use.

-  No PC required – all operations are done on the 

colour screen of the scanner.

- Scan to file or Scan to Copy.

- Scan to a network folder or a USB memory stick.

- “Green button” scan-to-copy function.

- Scan speed of up to 7.6cm per second.

-  Choose from two options:

 –  The compact iPF670MFP L24 for up to  

A1 size documents.

 –  The stylish iPF770MFP L36 for up to  

A0 size documents.

iPF670MFP iPF685MFP Pro iPF770MFPiPF670MFP L24 iPF770MFP L36

INTROduCINg The NEW  
iMAGePROGRAF  
MulTIfuNCTIONAl lINe-uP

Designed for a wide range of technical drawing applications the new 
imagePROGRAF MFP Large Format Solutions help unlock the full potential 
of your productivity.

This complete workflow solution provides a fast and effective system for 
copying, archiving, and distributing maps, drawings, renderings, site and 
facilities management plans, design and layout proofs, posters and more.

With thirteen different imagePROGRAF MFP solutions available, Canon has the most 
comprehensive range in the market. Buy a solution that is customised to your requirements.
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iPF785MFP / 785MFP Pro iPF830MFP / iPF830MFP Pro iPF840MFP / iPF840MFP Pro iPF850MFP / iPF850MFP Pro

SuPeR shARP PRINTS 
ANd crISp lINeS

Versatility

Choose from either a 24” (A1), 36” (A0) or 
44” (B0) large format printer depending on 
your requirements. The imagePROGRAF 
MFP scanner can feed documents up to 
41” wide (40” image width)* and its unique 
paper path returns documents to the front, 
allowing for a space-saving design with 
front-accessible operation for flush wall 
installation. With a large, simple-to use 
interface, one-touch scanning/copying 
has never been easier.

Maximum Productivity

Whether it’s construction plans, drawings, 
maps, or business presentations, speed 
is critical when deadlines are tight. The 
imagePROGRAF MFP is a powerful 
production tool for many environments, 
allowing you to scan up to 32cm per 
second for monochrome and up to 7.5cm 
per second for colour*. Engineered for 
high-volume printing, Canon’s advanced 
system architecture and 1” FINE print-head 
with 15,360 nozzles achieve outstanding 
print speeds.

high-Precision scanning

The imagePROGRAF MFP uses CIS 
technology to capture the finest image 
detail in technical documents, maps, 
sketches, hand-annotated drawings, and 
complex schematics. With true 1200-dpi 
optical resolution*, achieve exceptional 
monochrome performance with very 
sharp, clean, black and white images 
and high-definition colour reproduction. 
Dynamic preview ensures that scans 
and copies match original hard copy 
documents every time.

high-Quality Output

Print complex schematics with superclear 
small text fonts and crisp lines over colour 
backgrounds, even on uncoated papers. 
Canon’s super high density FINE print-
head ejects tiny 4 picoliter droplets of ink 
that consistently produce 2400 x 1200 
dpi output with fine lines within +/- 0.10% 
accuracy and as thin as 0.02mm. And 
Canon’s unique 5-colour Reactive ink set 
delivers durable, smudge-resistant prints 
with sharp lines and text, bold colours,  
and smooth fills.

Advanced software*

A solution isn’t just hardware. SmartWorks 
MFP gives you all the tools you need 
to quickly and easily scan large format 
technical documents to copy/file/e-mail. 
With a simple-to-use interface and unique 
scan-it-once ability, SmartWorks MFP 
allows for efficient batch scanning and 
ensures that top quality scanned images 
are produced in the least amount of time.

Scan drawings, share documents, make 
last minute changes, and meet critical 
deadlines. A fast and effective large 
format, capture-to-output solution, the 
imagePROGRAF MFP keeps projects 
moving forward, helping you be more 
productive than ever before.

The latest version of SmartWorksMFP 
also allows you to scan to a cloud based 
server for easy distribution and storage. 
Combined with Canon’s unique Direct 
Print and Share (DPS) you can upload, 
download and print with minimum input 
from the user.

Upgrade to the SmartWorks Plus software 
and gain additional features such as pdf/a 
file formats, multipage pdf scanning, auto 
cropping and more.

A large-format system designed for maximum versatility and speed 
Whether it’s construction plans, drawings, maps, or business presentations.

* = M-series only. Excludes iPF670MFP L24 and iPF770MFP L36 models. See corresponding datasheet for correct specifications of these models



For information and services

Canon Australia Pty Ltd 1300 363 440 canon.com.au
Canon New Zealand Ltd 0800 222 666 canon.co.nz

 scanner Disclaimer

*  The scan rate is proportional across the full range of resolutions supported 
by the scanner. Actual scan times will depend on host system performance. 
Quoted top speeds may be limited by the effective bandwidth of the USB2 
and is not guaranteed for all media types.

**  The quoted scan accuracy may vary depending on the operating 
environment and the thickness of the media.


